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Abstract: This paper proposes a 2- approximate algorithm for Travelling salesman problem by using the neighborhood
search and the insertion of cycles to find the near optimal tour. This algorithm describes the two faceted decision structure
related to the problem. First finding the cycle and searching the neighborhood, second, insertion of cycles according to the
neighborhood, both symmetric and asymmetric problems can be solved by using this algorithm. The process gradually
builds a route by inserting a cycle at each step in the neighborhood of the forthcoming vertex and performing a local
optimization. This is done while checking the feasibility of the remaining part of the route.
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INTRODUCTION
Traveling salesman problem has been used as (TSP) in
the literature is one of the most studied problems in the
combinational optimization. The problem can be stated in the
following terms: given n cities and a matrix of distance D =
(dij), where dij is the distance from the city i to city j, starting
at any arbitrary city, visit each city exactly once and return to
the originating city in a way that minimizes the total distance
traveled. The TSP can be seen as a graph theory problem if
the cities are identified with the nodes of a graph, and the
link between the cities is associated with the arcs. A weight
corresponding to the intercity distance is assigned to each
edge. In this way we can say TSP is equivalent to find the
minimal weighted Hamiltonian circuit in the graph.
According to [1], the classification of TSPs depends upon
the properties of the distance matrix D, if dij = dji for every
pair in N = {1,2…….n}, then TSP is termed as symmetric
other wise asymmetric. If dij ≤ dik + dkj for all i, j and k in N,
then the TSP satisfies the triangle inequality.
Because of the difficulty in solving TSP optimally (it has
been shown by [2],[3] and [4] to be NP complete) several
approaches have been proposed obtaining near optimal
solution in a reasonable time. Most of which satisfy the
triangle inequality.
In this paper we proposed a generalized insertion of
cycle's for TSP, here we are searching for the neighborhood
to find the near optimal tour, considering the tour
improvement heuristic by taking a complete tour and
repeatedly improving it. At each insertion a number of
possible changes are considered, and the best change found
is actually made. This process is continuous until no change

considered produces an improvement. The most common
tour improvement techniques are 2-opt [5] and 3- opt [6].
This problem has received the attention before, many
numerous approximate algorithms have been proposed that
find relatively good solutions quickly.
Most of these algorithms fall in to two categories, [7]
tour construction, and the tour improvement. A typical tour
construction algorithm starts with a subset of points linked in
a cycle and adds the other one by one until the tour is
complete. Many variations have been described in [8-13].
Application of TSP arises in machine scheduling when n
jobs are assigned with relative time, their economic
importance is marked by their presence in manufacturing and
service industries.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives the
introduction, section 2 gives the notations for the insertion of
cycles and short circuiting via triangular inequality for the
problem, section 3 develops the computational sufficient
algorithm to find the near optimal tour also discusses the
implementation of algorithm on the optimal salesman
problem, section 4 gives the 2-approximate prove of the
proposed algorithm, section 5 shows the example of the
proposed algorithm, section 6 analyzes the conclusion and
section 7 gives the references.
NEIGHBORHOOD OF A NODE
Neighborhood for any node i for a tour is defined as a set
of nodes (belonging to the same tour) that are closest to it. In
our algorithm each closest node is obtained according to the
reduced weighted matrix, the nearest node is the unvisited
node whose distance is zero or least as compare to other
unvisited node.
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Tour Construction

Steps of Algorithm

Starting with any arbitrary node say i1 build a sequence
i1,i2,i3 … in, i1 by successively including nearest
neighborhood nodes into the sequence. For example, from i1
proceed to the nearest node say i2, from i2 move to the
nearest node not yet visited, and so on up to last unvisited
node say in , and then from in directly join the initial node i1.

Step # 1: Select any vertex as a starting point and construct
the tour.

Clearly this method of tour construction is a good initial
approximation to the optimal tour and also there are many
variations for example see [14], [15], and [16] of the above
nearest- neighbor rule.
Tour Extension via Cyclic Insertion
Find all minimal cycle for each vertex except from the
starting point if possible from the reduced weighted matrix.
Some of the cycles may be of equivalent length.
In the neighborhood of starting point replace the
associated minimal cycle that is node i is replaced by its
minimal cycles i→k→i . Before insertion we will also cross
out all equivalent cycles from the set of minimal cycle.

Step # 2: Apply tour extension.
Step # 3: Short-circuiting the tour.
Step # 4: Apply the tour improvement step.
Implementation of the Algorithm on OSP
Like all algorithm for TSP this algorithm can also be
implemented on optimal salesman problem OSP that is TSP
for repeating vertex by considering the shortest distances
matrix, for OSP we will continue with the same procedure as
for TSP in the end we replace the tour by its original distance
using original weighted matrix. For OSP the final tour will
be with repeating vertices. It is obvious that the value of the
optimal tour for OSP should be equal or less than the TSP.
since we are using the shortest distance matrix that is the
triangle inequality of the given matrix.
4. THE ABOVE ALGORITHM IS 2-APPROXIMATE
ALGORITHM FOR TSP

2.3. Short Circuiting via Triangular Inequality:

Theorem: There is a 2-approximate algorithm for TSP.

Triangular inequality guaranties that the short-circuiting
can only shorten the length of the tour [17].

Lemma 1: S*≤ TSP

According to the triangular inequality we can replace dij
by dik + dkj when dik + dkj is the shortest path from i to j.
dij > dik + dkj
In this way we can short-circuit any vertex or edge from
the tour that includes the segment…..i→k→j…. and k
already appears on the tour, so we can remove k and connect
i directly to j, but
dij < dik + dkj .

Lemma 2:C'≤ TSP
Proof:
Let T be the tour obtained by the above algorithm.
Let C be the tour after the insertion of cycles in the
constructed tour.
And C' is the length of the cycles.
And N is the length of the non zero edges.
Let S* = C – C' – N
S*≤ TSP (From lemma 1)
Because S* contains only zero edges not the complete tour.
C' ≤ TSP (From lemma 2)

Tour Improvement
After short-circuiting via triangular inequality there will
be a tour which is not supposed to be optimal so apply the
tour improvement step by trying to reinsert each vertex
(except from the starting point) in between all two
consecutive vertices of the tour in order to minimize the
tour’s length. If there is some improvement in the tour length
then move the vertex to new position otherwise the vertex
will remain at the previous position the procedure stops
when there is no change in the current tour.
Different procedure of tour improvement has been used
for example [18], [19], [20], [21], and [22].

Since inserting the minimal cycles for each vertex only once
if exist.
So we can say,
T≤ S* + C' + N = Total length of the initial tour since T is
found by triangle inequality.
But it is clear that,
T ≤ S* + C' as well,
T ≤ TSP + TSP
Therefore,
T ≤ 2TSP.
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EXAMPLE

Consider another example of the proposed algorithm,
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By using the reduced weighted matrix the constructed
tour will be A→D→B→E→C→A and the set of cycles are
B→D→B, D→ B→D, C→E→C, E→C→E. After the
insertion of cycles the extended tour will be
A→D→B→D→B→E→C→E→C→A as shown in Fig. (1).
Finally after the short-circuiting and the tour improvement
the near optimal tour will be
A→D→B→C→E→A
And the total length of the tour is 16 which is also
coincidently optimal.

By using the reduced weighted matrix the constructed
tour by using the nearest-neighbor rule will be
A→B→C→E→D→A and the set of cycles are B→C→B,
C→ B→C, D→E→D, E→D→E. After the insertion of
cycles the extended tour will be A→B→C→B→C→E→
D→E→D→A as shown in Fig. (1). Finally after the shortcircuiting and the tour improvement the near optimal tour
will be
A→B→C→E→D→A
And the total length of the tour is 29 which is also
coincidently optimal.
Consider the second constructed tour from the same
reduced weighted matrix,
A→D→E→C→B→A, after the insertion of cycles the
extended tour will be A→D→E→D→E→C→B→C→B→,
finally after short-circuiting and the tour improvement, final
tour will be

D

A→D→E→C→B→A, which is also optimal with cost

A

B

29.
CONCLUSION

E
C
Fig. (1).

In this paper we have presented a 2- approximate
algorithm for TSP and hence for OSP by considering the
approach of insertion of cycles according to the
neighborhood of the successive vertex in the constructed
tour. According to the algorithm first compute the tour by
considering the zero vertices of the reduced matrix, to avoid
traversing any vertex more than once directly go to the next
non zero vertex to complete the tour. Find the cycles from
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the reduced weighted matrix and insert the minimal cycles
for the vertex only ones. Short-circuit the vertices and the
edges that are encountered more than once by using the
triangle inequality to get the tour. In this way we have a tour
with the appearance of each vertex only once. In the end we
have applied the tour improvement step for of each vertex
(except the starting point) in all the edges one by one until
there is no change in the current path and that would be
considered as a near optimal solution of the given graph.
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